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Abstract— In this study, the axial force loss of high-strength 

bolt after 3kW CW-laser treatment was examined. High-

strength bolt specimens were prepared, and a hand-held 

laser transmitter was irradiated on the bolt head with CW-

laser power of 3kW. The change in the axial force on the 

bolts was examined during the bolt's treatment based on the 

irradiate duration on the bolt surface. Axial force loss of the 

bolts was affected by the irradiation duration and position. 

With multiple irradiations on the bolt head, the axial force 

loss reduced compared with the same irradiation time was 

confirmed. From the relationship between the axial force 

change and the treatment duration, axial force loss 

equations of bolt side laser treatment were suggested based 

on multiple round irradiations, which can help estimate the 

axial force loss and make the maintenance plan.  

 

Index Terms—high strength bolt, Axial force loss, CW-

Laser treatment, corrosion maintenance 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Corrosion is the primary cause of the deterioration of 

steel structures which is widely concerned by engineers. 

The steel plate and beams have already mature surface 

cleaning and maintenance, but as one of the basic 

connection forms, bolts are still lacking in the research of 

surface treatment methods to protect from corrosion 

problems [1]. Most of the bolts in existing structures are 

ordinary high-strength bolt coated for corrosion 

protection. Some of the bolts' head is hexagonal and the 

coating on the corner parts is usually thinner than the 

other parts, and the structure of the bolt joints is usually 

complicated [2, 3]. The deposited rainwater and 

pollutants also aggravate the corrosion. According to the 

experimental study of high-strength bolts considered 

corrosion damage on bolt's head [4–6], the corrosion 

damage of the bolt head is the main reason for the 

decrease of the bolt axial force. It has also influenced the 

corrosion of the steel plates of the bolt joints, which may 

accelerate the failure of the structure. 

To avoid the failure of bolt joints caused by corrosion, 

use a continuous-wave laser (CW-Laser) to perform 

surface treatment on the early corroded high-strength 
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bolts. Previous studies [7] confirmed that continuous 

laser treatment can obtain a clean surface, and the laser 

can be irradiated to parts that other surface treatment 

methods cannot reach through reflection. However, laser 

surface treatment cannot avoid considering the effect of 

temperature on the structure. CW-laser irradiation of the 

surface usually reaches a high temperature of 1000℃ [7], 

and it may cause deformation and creep on the washers, 

resulting in the loss of bolt axial force [8].  

This study uses a 3kW CW-laser to manually irradiate 

the bolt head and consider the impact of different 

irradiation durations on the bolt axial force loss. The 

results can provide a reference for the future laser 

treatment of early corroded bolt joints. 

II. TEST METHOD 

To obtain the change in the axial force of the bolts to 

examine the relationship between the axial force loss and 

the laser irradiation, the F10T high-strength bolt with a 

22mm diameter(M22) and a friction connection specimen 

were selected, as shown in Fig.1 (a) and (b). To easily 

facilitate transportation and laser irradiation, the 

specimens were cut in half before the sample was 

assembled. 

The steel plates of the specimens were treated with 

steel slag abrasive blasting before assembly. The blasting 

distance was 300mm, with an angle of 60°, and the spray 

pressure of 0.7MPa. All bolts were wiped with clean oil 

before assembly to avoid the loss of axial force caused by 

friction [9]. The specimens were assembled at a room 

temperature of 25℃, and all bolts were tightened with the 

electric torque wrench. Laser treatment was performed in 

the factory a week after the specimens were assembled. 

The environment temperature during processing was 

about 30℃. The treatment was carried out using the CW-

Laser rotated by a prism as a spinning 3kW laser ring. 

The basic parameters of the laser were listed in Table I, 

irradiating the steel surface with the ring moving to 

remove corrosion products and contaminants on the 

surface. The hand-held laser transmitter was used to 

irradiate the specimens. The distance between the 

transmitter and the irradiated surface was about 210mm. 

The laser ring rotated clockwise around the bolt head 

during the irradiation, with every 20s as an irradiation 

duration unit. After irradiation, the specimen cools down 
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in the in-door environment to 35℃ and finishes the data 

counting. During the entire irradiation process, the axial 

force and the temperature change of the bolt were 

recorded through the datalogger (TDS-530, Tokyo 

Measuring Instruments Lab, Japan). 
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Figure 1. Dimensions of the friction connection specimen of (a)front view and (b)plane view and (c)the high-strength bolt with strain gage (unit: mm) 

TABLE I. LASER PROCESSING PARAMETERS 

Parameter Value Unit 

Output 3 kW 

Spot diameter 430 μm 

Motor speed 5000 rpm 

Irradiation ring diameter 26 mm 

 

III. TEST RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

The axial force of the bolt was obtained by measuring 

the value change of the strain gauge embedded in the bolt. 

As shown in Table.2, was the initial strain and 

corresponding axial force of the tested bolts, listed the 

initial strain (ε), strain, and axial force after tightening in 

the lab (εLab and FLab) and after early loss (ε0 and F0), the 

ratio of axial force to the standard axial force (F%) and 

the axial force loss ratio (Δ%). In the week between 

assembly and laser treatment, the axial force of each bolt 

decreased slightly with the Δ% less than 1%. Since the 

axial force of each bolt cannot be exactly the same when 

the bolt was tightened and after the initial loss of stress, 

so that defines the ratio of the real-time axial force Ft to 

the axial force after early loss F0 as the axial force change 

Ft/F0 used for analysis. In addition, because the local 

temperature in the room changes significantly during the 

laser treatment and the thermal elongation of the strain 

gauge changes linearly with temperature, the measured 

temperature value is analyzed by the temperature change 

ΔT. 

Considering the different corrosion levels of the bolt 

surface, we carried out two different treatment durations 

of the 20s and 80s for comparison when analyzing the 

influence of laser irradiated on the bolt head. Fig.2(a) 

shows the Ft/F0 and ΔT change during laser irradiation. 

From the Ft/F0 - t and ΔT -t curve during the laser 

irradiation, the changes of axial force were summarized 

in 4 stages: 1) The bolt's axial force increases to the 

maximum Fmax during laser irradiation; 2) The axial force 

drops to the minimum Fmin after the laser irradiation stop; 

3) The axial force is restored during the bolt cooling 

down; 4) The axial force is stable to Fs after cooling 

down. 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 

Figure 2. F/F0 - t curve and ΔT -t curve of specimens irradiated on the bolt 
head, (a) single irradiation and (b) multiple irradiations 
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TABLE

 

II.

 

INITIAL STRAIN AND AXIAL FORCE OF MEASURED BOLTS

 
Specimen ε

 

εLab

 

FLab (kN) F% ε0

 

F0 (kN) F% Δ%

 S-1 1435 4736 226 110% 4734

 

226 110% 0.1% 

S-2 2036

 

5559 223 109% 5528 221 108% 0.9% 

The rapid increases of the axial force in the first stage 

were caused by the vast amount of heat energy input to 

the bolt head during the laser treatment. The surface 

temperature can reach 1000℃ in an instant [7], causing 

the thermal expansion of the bolt head and washer[10, 

11]. This stage occurs within the first 20s. During this 

stage, all of the bolt axial force increased by about 5%. 

After a brief expansion, the heat was transferred from the 

bolt head to the bottom, the bolt began to expand and 

stretch, and the bolt axial force decreased. The second 

stage lasts about 2 to 3 minutes, and the rapid increases of 

the axial force in the first stage were caused by the vast 

amount of heat energy input to the bolt head during the 

laser treatment. The surface temperature can reach 

1000℃ in an instant [7], causing the thermal expansion 

of the bolt head and washer[10, 11]. This stage occurs 

within the first 20s. During this stage, all of the bolt axial 

force increased by about 5%. After a brief expansion, the 

heat was transferred from the bolt head to the bottom, the 

bolt began to expand and stretch, and the bolt axial force 

decreased. The second stage lasts about 2 to 3 minutes, 

and the reduction of axial force positively correlated with 

the laser irradiate duration. For specimen S-1, the axial 

force is reduced by about 5% in maximum, and for S-2 

reduced by 15%, such a severe axial force loss is 

considered unsafe. In the third stage, as the heat energy is 

transferred from the bolts' head to the bottom and 

gradually cools down, the temperature in the bottom of 

the bolt reaches the maximum and the bolt begins to 

contract so that the bolt axial force is restored. For 

specimen S-1, the maximum temperature of the bolt 

increased by 15℃, and for S-2, it increased by about 

45℃. The temperature change of the screw part was less 

than 100℃, so the bolt will not suffer from cracks and 

brittleness caused by heat[12, 13]. In the last stage, the 

bolt axial force restore is significantly different due to the 

different irradiation durations. Form S-1, the axial force 

was restored by about 2%, and for S-2 was about 10%. 

The final axial force loss of S-1 and S-2 were 3% and 5%. 

From the beginning of the laser irradiation to cooling to 

room temperature, the entire process takes about 30 

minutes. 

For the single irradiation condition, it can be seen that 

the Fmin of specimen S-2 tends to be unsafe, which is 

lower more than 10% compared with F0, directly related 

to the input thermal energy and the thermal expansion of 

the bolt. Therefore, consider irradiating the bolt head 

multiple rounds. Fig.2(b) shows that irradiated multiple 

on the bolt head after the specimen S-1 was sufficiently 

cooled. The duration of each round irradiation was the 

same as the first-round irradiation's 20s. After the second 

round of laser irradiation, cool down in the room 

environment for 30 minutes and repeat. After repeating 

three rounds in total, the total laser irradiation duration of 

S-1 was the 80s, the same as S-2. From Fig.2(b), the 

highest temperature of each repeat irradiation on S-1 was 

within the range of 15-20℃. During each round 

irradiation, the bolt axial force change also shows the 

similar four stages. Fmax does not change much after each 

irradiation, which is about 5% higher than F0. 

Moreover, Fmin decreased slightly with the increase of 

irradiations, reaching the minimum of 7% at the fourth 

irradiation, safer than S-2's 15%. Fs also decreases with 

the increase of the number of irradiations, but the ratio 

decreases gradually. The first-round irradiation dropped 

2.78%, the second and third rounds only dropped 0.87% 

and 0.78%, and the last round had almost no change by 

0.03%. The total axial force loss after multiple 

irradiations on S-1 was 4.4%, less than 5% of S-2. 

Therefore, it can be concluded that multiple irradiations 

on bolt heads can achieve a higher degree of safety in the 

corrosion maintenance engineer. 

To know the relationship between the bolt's axial force 

loss ratio Fs/F0 with the irradiation duration, Fig.3 plotted 

the fitted Fs/F0 – t curve. It was found that the axial force 

loss was in a logarithmic relationship with the 

accumulated irradiation duration and had good accuracy. 

The fitting formula can help plan the bolt head 

maintenance with the CW-laser irradiation. 

According to the above test results, the Fmax of the bolt 

during laser irradiation was raised about 5% and had no 

relationship with the irradiation duration. The local 

expansion and deformation on the bolts[11] and washers 

only happened in the first 20s and the axial force change 

did not increase with the irradiation duration up. However, 

Fmin and Fs change are directly related to the irradiation 

duration. The input thermal energy difference leads to a 

difference in elongation of the bolt. In the process of bolt 

elongation and contraction, the relaxation and clamping 

change directly cause the bite between the thread and the 

nut to form a dislocation, thus causing the loss of axial 

force. The greater the bolt temperature change, the higher 

the bolt bite and dislocation, affecting the axial force loss. 

 

Figure 3. Fitted curve of Fs/F0 – t 

Compared with the single long-term laser irradiation, 

the final axial force loss of the bolts multiple irradiated 
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was significantly reduced. In multiple irradiations, Fmin is 

only related to the longest irradiation duration, which was 

determined by the relationship between the highest 

temperature and the longest elongation of the bolt. In 

addition, after the first round of laser irradiation, the bite 

dislocation of thread and nut has occurred. In the second 

round of irradiation, the bite dislocation is less affected 

caused by the first irradiation, so that the axial force loss 

in the second irradiation is reduced. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

Using a 3kW CW-laser to perform laser surface 

treatment on the head of F10T M22 high-strength bolts 

for different periods, the relationship between the change 

in bolt axial force and the treatment was obtained. The 

conclusions were as follows: 

1. The bolt axial force change was divided into four 

stages during the laser treatment: 1) the axial force rises 

to Fmax, 2) the axial force falls to Fmin, 3) the axial force 

recovery, and 4) the axial force stable in Fs; 

2. The increase of the bolt axial force during the laser 

treatment was no more than 5% of the axial force before 

the treatment, which has no relationship with the laser 

irradiates duration. The maximum reduction of axial 

force was only related to the irradiate duration. The 

longer the irradiation duration, the more significant the 

axial force reduction. 

3. The equation of axial force loss with irradiation time 

during multiple irradiations on bolt head was fitted, 

conforms to the logarithmic relationship, and has good 

accuracy, which can be used as a reference for making 

maintenance plan. 

4. The method of multiple laser irradiation can reduce 

the maximum axial force reduction and less axial force 

loss under the same processing period. For severe 

corrosion conditions of high-strength bolts, it was 

recommended to use multiple laser irradiation methods 

for maintenance. 
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